Student Exchange Evaluation
Basic Information
Otago degree(s)

BSc

Major(s)

Mathematics

Host University

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
OF SINGAPORE

Semester & Year of
Exchange

2017 Semester 1

Academics/ course load
Which papers did you take whilst on exchange?
Course title
Multivariable Calculus

Language of
instruction
Eng

Mathematical Analysis I
Numerical Analysis

Eng
Eng

Otago equivalent
Calculus of Several
Variables
Real Analysis
Numerical Methods

Otago credit
value
18 pts
18 pts
18 pts

How did the academic experience/ workload/ style of teaching differ from Otago?
All three courses very similar to Otago Maths papers, heavy emphasis on assignments, especially
calculus. All three had midterms. Larger classes make lecturers less accessible so book your
appointments in advance.

Accommodation
What accommodation did you stay in? What were the pros and cons of your accommodation?
I stayed at one of the many hostels, Ridgeview Residential College (RVRC). I would recommend
anyone going to NUS to stay in a hostel – very few exchangers stay off campus and this reduces
your socialising opportunities drastically. Try to get a room with AC, don’t do what I did and try
and save money by getting a non-AC room, you’ll just end up spending money buying a fan
anyway (12pm ave. temp. 35 degrees, 12am ave. temp. 25 degrees, plus severe humidity
throughout the day/night).

I preferred RVRC because it is very spread out compared to the rest of the 20+ storey hostels.
RVRC only has 4 floors in some places and lots of outdoor open spaces. Only real downside was
the 7-10 minute walk (or 1 minute bus ride) from “University Town” where there are really nice
food courts and restaurants, a gym, swimming pool and minimarts. However, a brand-new sports
complex and swimming pool has just finished construction right across the road from RVRC

Money matters
Please detail your basic costs, e.g. accommodation, flights, visa, food, insurance
Note that 1 NZD = 1 SGD (very little fluctuation in recent times)
Accommodation ($340 worth of $5 food vouchers included)
$1600

≈

Flights (Dun-Chch-Nadi-Singapore, 2nd Jan. Same route on 6th July. Air NZ, and Fiji Airways) ≈$1800
Visa (student pass)

< $80

Insurance

< $400

Food is extremely cheap on campus, full meals for less than $4. Not quite as cheap outside
campus, but still cheaper or on par with NZ food, but much more variety.
Buses are super cheap, MRT (underground train system) also very cheap. Buses on campus are
free.
Data/Sim card in general is cheaper than in NZ (generally exchangers get a “DIGI HiCard!”)

What means did you use to access your finances? What would you recommend? (Credit card, Cash
passport, foreign bank account, etc.)
Definitely get a cash-passport/multi-currency wallet.
Take a credit/debit card as well, especially when travelling to more remote countries.
Try to have a stockpile of about $500 cash, always a sensible idea in my view.

Visas & Insurance
Did you have to apply for a visa? What was the process?
Fairly easy after you get your offer letter to NUS. They guide you through the process and it only
takes about 2 days to get it. Note that you get your physical ID which is called a “Student Pass” on
the second day of the intro week – DO NOT THROW AWAY YOUR PINK DISEMBARKATION CARD
THAT YOU GET WHEN YOU ARRIVE AT SINGAPORE AIRPORT – I saw a few people get into this
debacle.

Did your host university have a mandatory insurance?
Insurance of some sort is mandatory, but nothing specific.

Overall Experience
Please write one paragraph (or more) about your exchange experience. Please include some photos!
Semester one 2017 I embarked on a journey that changed my perspectives on life and the world
around me. My overseas experience to the National University of Singapore was singlehandedly the
most action-packed, exciting and daunting 6 months of my life.

After seemingly endless paperwork and applications, I finally arrived in Singapore on the 5th of
January – immediately the hot sticky weather hits you – something a “Dunedinite” was well and
truly unprepared for. We began with a week of tours around the campus, along with all sorts of
introductory events to meet other exchangers as well as to mingle with the locals and slowly begin
acclimatising to life in Singapore – these events included dragon boat racing, international food
gatherings and many more. Interestingly Singapore has over 5.5million people yet is about the size
of Lake Taupo – a clear indicator of the immediate difference in lifestyle to what we have here in
Dunedin!

NUS and Life in Singapore
I stayed at Ridgeview Residential College
(RVRC), right in the centre of the NUS campus
(the best place to be considering the size of
it!). It was hard to comprehend the scale of
the university and its facilities to begin with,
for starters the campus is comparable to a
The campus rooftop swimming pool...
small city, with its own bus system and roads;
every possible food outlet from local cuisines (I’ll get to the
food later, have to keep you interested somehow!), to
PizzaHut and Subway; a rooftop swimming pool; athletics
running track/field, gym facilities, cricket and football
fields, as well as several gymnasiums.
Within the first few weeks we explored Singapore city, the
botanic gardens are a refreshing break from the hustle and
bustle of the city; the zoo is world famous and was an
entire day event watching things like the baboons
encounter and elephant show. Little India was a personal
favourite of mine for cheap shopping and delicious food
such as dosa’s, chaat’s and Indian sweets! The
View from our room at Marina Bay Sands
Gardens by the Bay are a spectacle at night as is

simply walking along the waterfront. The annual Chinese New Year
Parade known as “Chingay” was the best experience of mass
Singaporean culture where a flock of large floats and dance groups
made their way through the procession, followed by a firework filled
display and an address from the Prime Minister – the chants of
“Singaaarrrrooo, Singaaarrrrooo,” and “Singa Singa we are one,” are
still stuck in my head! Another beautiful sight is the view from the
Infinity Pool at the top of Marina Bay Sands – this is a must do, and
if you do it smartly, it’s possible even within a student budget!
Unlike New Zealand, in Singapore not many people own cars. This is
partly because of the fantastic MRT and bus systems in place. The
underground/overhead MRT system runs from about 6am to 12am
at a frequency of about 4 minutes per train at any given station. The
stations are spread across the city and are the most efficient way to
travel both in terms of time and money. These trains will cover most
distances in the city and generally have stops at all major shopping
Me and two of my now best friends enjoying
malls. In the few occasions that the MRT doesn’t quite take you to
by the Infinity Pool!
your destination, the bus system is equally effective in taking you
the last step – all the MRT routes/maps and bus routes are well documented at all MRT stations and
online, making travel within the city easy. For afterhours travel the high prevalence of UBER, GRAB
and local taxis (generally throughout Asia, not just Singapore) makes this travel very simple, for a
reasonable price. From any hostel in NUS, you can very easily take one of the free NUS buses which
stops at all hostels (frequencies vary depending on time of day, but still are generally no more than
15-20 minutes), to the Kent Ridge MRT station which then connects you to the entirety of Singapore.
You can even take the MRT into Southern Malaysia (Johor Bahru)!
One of the more common types of places to eat in Singapore are food courts (known as “hawker
centres”). Generally, a hawker centre will have around 10 different stalls/shops of which one is
usually for coffee, tea and sweet snacks, such as cakes and kaya toast (a personal favourite); another
will be purely for fresh fruit and fresh fruit juices; the remaining stalls are from a wide variety of
cuisines generally including middle eastern, western, South Indian, and a variety of Southeast Asian
cuisines – the Thai and Malay are often the most popular. The fact that these are common places for
Singaporeans to eat just goes to show the multi-cultural nature of the locals and their willingness to
accept and embrace other ways of life. This sort of attitude throughout Singapore makes it very easy
for an outsider to integrate into Singaporean society. These sort of hawker centres are extremely
affordable, and the ones within the NUS campus are even subsidised – interestingly they charge you
extra if you order no ice with your cold drinks!
NUS have a proud academic reputation, and as a Mathematics student, it is one of the best 12
locations in the world to study at. For starters all their courses are taught in English, which removes
the first level of difficulty with studying abroad. One of the apparent differences to the classes at
Otago was the class sizes – these were significantly larger (more than double the size of my secondyear math papers here at Otago). There were however a lot of similarities with the way they
approach and teach their courses (here I’m referring to solely the Mathematics department), with
regular assignments, mid-term tests; and final exam weights being about 50-60%. Accessing the
lecturers was the only real difficulty I found, as they were always rather busy with too many
students in too few office hours, as well as having a large research focus.

Sport
One of the reasons I chose Singapore as my destination was the high quality of badminton played
there. As a badminton player there was nothing more beneficial to my progress than training on a
regular basis in Asia due to the copious amounts of talent and high-quality coaching. In our Semester
one (i.e. NUS Semester 2) they hold their annual Inter-College Games, in which there are numerous
competitive games: badminton, football, ultimate frisbee, chess, DOTA, FIFA, tchouk-ball, volleyball,
handball, basketball and plenty more! As a part of RVRC’s badminton I made a lot of local friends –
we would train together and then go and have a meal together as is the custom in that part of the
world! Eventually we placed 2nd in the competition!
During the semester the Singapore
Badminton Open was held at the national
stadium, it was a dream come true of mine
to watch professional badminton and get a
photo with an Olympic medallist!
Because I enjoyed the badminton in
Singapore so much, I chose to travel to
Malaysia – the “Mecca of badminton” for a
one-month badminton camp, after the
conclusion of my exams. I spent 28 days in
the heat of Kuala Lumpur training on
average 6 hours every day, sometimes more.
I shared a room inside the badminton hall,
right next to the courts, with several other
The Singapore Open at the national sports centre
international players coming for the
Malaysian badminton experience – an
Indonesian, and another Kiwi – we had an interesting time experiencing Malaysian culture that’s for
sure! We had the pleasure of sightseeing around Kuala Lumpur as well as enjoying the local cuisine –
my personal favourites were the Roti Canai and Kothu Paratha (I must mention, these were at prices
we can’t even afford a chocolate bar for here in NZ!). This definitely was a highlight of my trip!
I am also a passionate cricketer and wasted
no time in taking up the variety of
opportunities on offer to pursue it. Within
the first week itself I found myself training
at Singapore’s most prestigious cricket
ground – “The Padang” – located in the
middle of the CBD it is a simple inexplicable
feeling playing at a ground so different to
anything I’ve had the privilege of playing on
before – surrounded by skyscrapers,
compared to playing in the lush green,
comparatively sedate Dunedin. To make
Me in action for the SCC 1st XI
things better I had the privilege of calling
this my home ground as I went on to play for the Singapore Cricket Club for the duration of my stay we even managed to place 3rd in Singapore Premier Cricket for the season (albeit the finals were

played after my departure). Mid-season we travelled to Kuala Lumpur to play the Royal Selangor
Club over a weekend – in the process we had a blast of a time!
I also got to play a couple of games for the NUS cricket team, making more friends and even more
memories!

Travel: Myanmar, Malaysia and India

During the week long mid-semester break, myself and
three friends decided to travel to Myanmar! We spent time at 3 of the
major tourist destinations: Bagan, Mandalay and Inle Lake as well as the
capital, Yangon. In Bagan we rented e-bikes (electric mopeds) and explored
the ancient nearby townships, getting to see some of the most spectacular
views I’ve ever witnessed. Next in Mandalay we hired a tour guide who took
us around for a day to famous Pagodas (Buddhist temples) and explained to
us the intriguing history of the former capital city. On the outskirts of
Mandalay are numerous ancient ruins which are simply spectacular as are
some of the huge pagoda’s inside the city. Finally, a cruise across Inle Lake in
a sampan boat went on to cap off a fabulous week – a much needed break
from the study! Here the accommodation was extremely affordable, 40USD
(they accept both Kyat and USD in Myanmar) for a four-person room in very
tidy hotels! In Myanmar, the travelling distances are quite large inside the
country considering that the only logical mode of transport is by
road. So, most tourists take night buses for about 26USD perperson which are comfortable (a necessity for the 8-10 hour
overnight bus-rides on somewhat sub-par roads). Myanmar is also
one of the fewer Asian countries where tourists can feel relatively
safe and at ease. Within the major tourist destinations (Bagan,
Mandalay and Inle Lake) locals and police are friendly and always
trying to help – just have to keep your wits about you in not being
trapped by crafty salesmen! On a side note, any vegetarians
travelling to Myanmar (i.e. myself) be prepared to have to search
for food as the local cuisine consists of mainly seafood, beef and
pork – which were apparently very good!

As I mentioned earlier I spent a month in Malaysia in which time
I did some travel around Kuala Lumpur. We went to Batu Caves
and the Petronas Towers - both were majestic in their own
ways. To reach the batu caves at the top you must climb over
1000 steps, past a huge Muruga statue, in the searing hot sun,
and they may even ask you to carry some bricks up to the top to
help the workers (as was the case when we went up!), all the
while trying not to get pickpocketed by the monkey’s! My time
in Malaysia however was spent a little differently to most
tourists, I didn’t go to many tourist hotspots but rather spent my
month mingling with and living the life of a local Malaysian. This
was a stark contrast to the developed world of Singapore and its
pristine infrastructure. Malaysians idolise their badminton
heroes the way we do the All Blacks and seem to live and
breathe the sport, which was an atmosphere I relished!
Malaysia was a refreshing experience after 4 months in Singapore as it is a little more, as I would
prefer to call it, pure Asia – a little rough around the edges, not completely safe, but always full of
surprises, colour and noise.
After my gruelling month in Malaysia, I had possibly the best
month of my trip, in India! I began by flying in to Mumbai, a city
of over 20 million people. I was here for just over a week and
visited the Gateway of India, then took a boat across rough
waters to reach the “Elephanta Caves”, a historic collection of
Hindu temple ruins, now a UNESCO World Heritage Site. I spent
a few days travelling to local markets using the infamous
Mumbai trains (which carries over 7.5million commuters, daily).
The markets were a great place to soak in the culture and
vibrancy while enjoying the food! The street side food is a must
in India – as long as you’ve got the stomach for it – I was on the
back of a week long bout of sickness so I was battle fit for any
sort of food! Courtesy of my dad who had just arrived from NZ,
we were hosted for a few nights in a guest house at the Indian
Institute of Technology (where my dad did his MSc), which has a
huge campus in the middle of Mumbai, with its own lake! The
high walls, tight security, and limited traffic inside the campus
make it a surreal experience for anybody who is overwhelmed
by the fast and loud pace of Mumbai. The campus is full of greenery and superb facilities from
cricket fields to an Olympic sized swimming pool!
Similar to NUS, it resembled a small city inside! My
dad and I then took a 25-hour train journey from
Mumbai to Bangalore – which is my hometown (city of
about 11 million people). The “Udyan Express” train
journey was something I had never quite experienced
before. In 3 tier sleeper class we were comfortable
enough without enjoying too many spoils as to defeat
the purpose of getting a local experience by taking the train rather than flying. In each cabin was 6
foldable beds, 3 on each side, which folded up to make seating. At every station (which there must

have been in excess of 30) vendors would come into the train selling hot tea and coffee, snacks
(known as “chaats”), and full meals! It was a brilliantly unique experience. The terrain through
Southern Maharashtra was quite spectacular – very secluded and unlike the hustle and bustle of
Mumbai, luscious tropical green plains and beautiful gorges. I then spent 3 weeks in Bangalore with
my relatives who I tend to see only once every 3 years, as well as taking trips to nearby tourist spots
with my dad. On our tour of Karnataka, we visited a farm where we (attempted) to climb a coconut
tree, before spending a couple of nights on the riverside, and took a boat ride around the Sri
Rangapatna Bird Sanctuary. “Bird Sanctuary” makes the boat ride sound very sedate – however in
the water was plenty of crocodiles, and despite the boatman assuring us the “crocodiles had never
attacked the humans,” we were rightfully still a little circumspect being within arm’s reach of them!
We also visited famous temples around Karnataka, and I had the opportunity to embrace my Hindu
roots and wear the traditional garment known as a “dothi” through the temples – this was a very
empowering experience.
By this stage, unfortunately my time In India, and my time abroad was coming to an end. The
prospect of being back home in Dunedin was nearing, and I was a little sad to be leaving but also
excited to go home see my family, and restart my life in NZ.

My Tips for those travelling/exchanging to Singapore/Asia/Anywhere:













Get an International Drivers Licence – if you have a full NZ licence it costs about $20 for a 12
month pass from AA, and makes you eligible to drive almost anywhere in the world
(ironically Singapore is not one of those places).
Don’t take too many clothes, especially if you’re going to Asia, the shopping is so cheap, and
the variety so much more, you will regret it. Especially on your way back when you’re
running out of luggage space/weight.
When booking your flights, I’d recommend not doing much travel alone after your semester
– do this beforehand if possible. The change from being surrounded by your new friends to
having none around you is quite hard to take initially.
Avoid trying to book the cheapest flights which end up taking you through obscure routes
with long layovers – you often end up spending more in the airports than you make in
savings, and of course the addition of the value of time.
In Singapore, on your first day itself, get an “ezLink” card, this card is a necessity for bus and
MRT travel, as well as laundry facilities in many places.
Wherever you’re travelling, get a sim card! Sim cards are often very cheap and can be
purchased right at the airport (apart from some countries i.e. India). Often WIFI is not readily
available throughout Asia (although I’d recommend being more engaged in the country and
culture around you than your Instagram, it is in my opinion a necessary safety measure to be
able to let your immediate friends/family know where you are on a regular basis). If you’re
going to be in a place more than a week or so make an effort to establish/exchange phone
numbers with a couple of locals (even if you don’t have a sim yet), whether it be new
friends, the hotel you’re staying at or the homestay you’re at. This could be vital in an
emergency where they are likely to be the first ones on the scene.
My personal feeling about travel is not to rush. I would rather spend quality time in fewer
destinations, appreciating the culture and landscape, as well as getting some rest (the
purpose of a holiday) – rather than taking non-stop flights and buses travelling from


















destination to destination. This just leaves you exhausted from always looking at the clock
and worrying about your next travel arrangement.
If you’re a sportsperson, (or into cultural activities, music etc.) investigate before you leave
home about the opportunities available at your exchange destination. I emailed the person
in charge of cricket at the Singapore Cricket Club sometime in November and through email
contact managed to organise a trial and a membership for myself so I could hit the ground
running! I think that if you’re engaged in your passion from the get-go, it’ll help to alleviate
any home-sickness or culture-shock at the start of your trip.
Be as friendly and as outgoing as you can be (even if it doesn’t come naturally), be willing to
get outside your comfort zone and make new friends, especially in the first 2 -3 weeks! The
university will host all sorts of seminars for people to meet, and this is your first real chance
to make friends for life!
In Singapore, try to get yourself into a hostel that has air-conditioning – it is worth the extra
money – more than the heat (usually 35° at 12pm and 25° at 2am), it’s the humidity that will
get to you. In these hot humid places, keep airing your wardrobe out to minimise the
amount of mould – not a problem anyone likes to have to deal with!
If you’re travelling anywhere, get a travelcard, of any kind: cash passport, multicurrency
wallet etc. These make life very easy when travelling between countries, as you can
purchase currency online by transferring between currencies. Also helps to reduce the
sometimes-large fees charged by your bank for using your credit/debit card to withdraw
from overseas ATMs.
Get some local currency as soon as you land anywhere, some places credit cards and debit
cards are not much use!
Don’t keep all your valuables in one place. Keep some cash in different pieces of luggage, in
the case things go missing or get stolen. For instance, keep some cash in your wallet, some in
your backpack and some in your suitcase.
For first timers in developing Asian countries (Malaysia, India, Myanmar etc.) drink only
bottled water and be wary of what you’re eating from where. Contrary to popular opinion,
deep fried food is often very safe to eat because no bacteria can survive the heat. Fruits are
also a safe bet and can be found in abundance in these tropical climates.
Avoid doing what I did by trying to stretch your time overseas and land back in NZ 2 days
before the start of the semester. In hindsight this put me under a lot of pressure at the start
of S2 2017. About 1-2 weeks beforehand would have been more suitable.
Lastly, and most importantly, be willing to try new things and meet new people!!! Have a
blast on your exchange!

Friends for a lifetime!

